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Indonesia in Memory:
e Wartime Occupation in Japanese Novels, 1945?1970
Atsushi Ota
is paper aims to examine how Japanese have remembered and described the Japanese occupation 
of Indonesia during the World War II in novels and other publications. I attempt to analyze the postwar 
understandings of Japanese about Indonesian and Japanese peoples and societies, and their relationships 
in Japanese-occupied Indonesia.
e memoirs of former military personnel, which have constituted the majority of postwar Japanese 
publications on wartime Indonesia, created several stereotypes of the Japanese?Indonesian relationship. 
One such image is Japanese as ?merciful giver? and Indonesians as ?thankful receiver?; while another is 
the dichotomy within the Japanese community between ?incompetent, ignorant top military? gures vs. 
?kind, disinterested lower soldiers and ordinary people.? A third stereotype is the ?egalitarian? Japanese 
soldiers, who maintained very cordial contact with Indonesians.
Among civilian writers, Fukuma Kenzo presented a nearly equal relationship between Japanese and 
Indonesians based on mutual respect, described very independent Indonesian ladies proud of their voca-
tions, and depicted the madness and atrocities committed by some Indonesian groups immediately aer 
the end of the war. A second writer, Hayashi Fusao is critical about both the Japanese military rule and 
the aforementioned stereotypes. On the other hand, the female writer Yamada Mitsuko clearly distin-
guishes between ?good and bad? Japanese, and begs for exoneration of powerless female ?victims.? Some 
of the images and messages in these works have been forgotten, while others still represent the images 
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